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LibApps LTI: Integrating LibApps into Blackboard using the Springshare LibApps LTI Tools 
In 2018, Winthrop University launched a fully online Master of Social Work (MSW) program. The 
library liaison to the Social Work Department wanted to ensure that students in the online program would 
have access to similar instruction and content available to students in the on-campus programs. To that 
end, the library liaison worked with Social Work faculty and learning designers during course development 
to design online library tutorials. During this process, the course development team decided to embed 
the Social Work LibGuide in Blackboard for all classes in the program. The embedded Social Work LibGuide 
link gave students an easy access point to the guide and library services. Indeed, during the 2017-2018 
academic year, the year before the online MSW program launched, the Social Work guide received 1,027 
views. By the 2019-2020 academic, the guide received nearly 5,500 total views, making it the most visited 
research guide on the library website. Based on the substantial increase in total guide views, this 
integration proved to be highly successful. 
Social Work LibGuide Embedded in Blackboard 
Given the success of the embedded Social Work guide, the library Online Instruction Task Force 
wanted to encourage other faculty to embed library LibGuides into their courses. We needed a tool that 
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would be easy for our faculty to access and navigate. That tool was the LibApps LTI. The LibApps LTI 
(Learning Tools Interoperability), “a standard for integrating tools from third-party services into Learning 
Management Systems (LMS)” (Springshare, 2020, para. 1), allows libraries to embed library resources 
such as guides, links to databases, and e-reserves directly into a course management system with just a 
few clicks. Libraries can customize a landing page, called The Library Page, that can display other related 
guides, links to databases, a LibCal calendar including hours, appointment and room bookings, 
LibAnswers widgets, and LibChat. Our goal was to integrate the libraries LibGuides into all Blackboard 
courses with the LTI Automagic Tool. 
In 2016, Springshare expanded its LTI capabilities, creating the LTI Automagic Tool and making the 
tools compatible with multiple Learning Management Systems (such as Canvas and Blackboard) 
(Springshare, 2016, para. 2). This update was driven by studies of Springshare’s LTI Manual Tool which 
noted that while useful, the “process was not scalable. It was simply not realistic to expect that librarians 
would ever be able to [manually] integrate resources into all...the course sites that are created each 
semester” (Daly, 2012, p. 210). There have been few studies to determine the efficacy of the Automagic 
Tool specifically, but the desire for an automated process is evident; Duke University libraries and Utah 
State University libraries both built in-house LTI tools of their own to integrate library resources prior to 
Springshare’s LTI Automagic Tool debut (Daly, 2010; Fagerheim et. al., 2017), and the Penn State 
University library was an early adopter of Springshare’s LTI Automagic Tool (Clossen, 2018). Limitations of 
automatic integration mainly focused on course structures at a university rather than on the Automagic 
Tool itself (Fagerheim et. al., 2017; Clossen, 2018). Thus, with the increase in online degree programs, and 
more recently the need for robust remote learning options due to the COVID-19 pandemic, librarians at 
Winthrop University felt it was prudent to move forward and begin using Springshare’s LTI Automagic 
Tool. 
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Methods 
 To move the project forward, the Digital Systems and Services Librarian and LibApps 
Administrator collaborated with the campus online learning office. Working with the Blackboard 
Administrator in the campus online learning office, the authors were able to setup the Blackboard LMS 
and Springshare LTI to communicate with each other. 
 There are two LTI Tools that can be implemented—the LTI Manual Tool and the LTI Automagic 
Tool—and they are each set up a little differently. Table 1 outlines some key differences between the 
tools. 
Table 1 
Comparison of LibApps LTI tools 
 
The Manual Tool requires less setup and can be implemented right away by coordinating with the 
course management administrators. The Automagic Tool takes a bit more setup and will require that each 
guide be assigned appropriate metadata. We decided to use a translation table to match our guides with 
Blackboard courses. A translation table matches course codes with other corresponding parameters in 
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LibGuides. This allows the systems to communicate with each and attach appropriate guides and library 
resources to a particular course.  
  
Snippet of translation table 
We acquired a list of courses being administered through Blackboard in the Fall 2020 semester and then 
created matching metadata values between our guides and those courses. To simplify the process, we 
decided to use the four letters as the beginning of each course code as the preferred metadata value. This 
value was assigned to the guide, course, and subject in the LibApps system.  
 
Metadata manager in LibGuides 
 Classes that were generic or taught broader information had basic research guides attached to them. 
That meant some guides were fulfilling many different classes and some guides had no specific class to 
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latch onto. Courses that do not have a corresponding guide are either directed to the library homepage 
or to the Library LTI Page.  This landing page is customizable but lacks tools to make it visually appealing.   
 
Preview Image of the Library LTI Page 
The Manual LibGuides LTI tool can do most of what the Automagic Tool does with one essential 
difference – it does not automatically map a guide to a course. Instead, the instructor needs to manually 
add the guide they want to their class by creating a Dacus Library content item and choosing the research 
guide they want to include, adding an extra step for faculty compared to the Automagic Tool. 
Nevertheless, the manual tool provides a relatively easy way for instructors to add library materials to the 
LMS.  In addition, the manual tool allows professors to add database lists based on subject matter, single 
pages from guides, and more specific information such as a citation guide that the Automagic Tool would 
not bring up.  
Limitations and Opportunities 
We discovered two main limitations for this project after the creation of metadata: the LTI 
Automagic Tool – we learned that when more than one guide is relevant for a class (or when more than 
one guide is attached to a class’ metadata), the landing page is simple and directionless. The second is a 
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limitation of our creation: we realized we had 49 classes without a corresponding guide. This was a useful 
statistic to see but also showed that, we were missing guides for key subject areas, such as Chemistry.  
The LTI landing page limitation is difficult to change, but we have discovered a way to improve 
the information on the landing page making it more navigable for users. The LTI landing page pulls 
information directly from LibGuides – including the title and description of the LibGuide. Future plans 
include ensuring each LibGuide has a succinct description; this would place a description on the LTI landing 
page and would provide users with crucial information so they can make an informed decision about 
which resource to use on the landing page.  
The variety of LibGuides available for the LTI Automagic Tool is a limitation we can eliminate. We 
have already identified which classes do not have a matching LibGuide available for the LTI Automagic 
tool, and plan to have new LibGuides created by the beginning of the Spring 2021 semester. Additionally, 
the manual LTI tool allows professors to add guides they think could be relevant to their Blackboard 
courses; this serves as a backup option in case there are more specialized classes, we do not have 
LibGuides for.  
One final consideration to note is we believe our implementation was accelerated by having 
already added subject tags to our librarian profile pages and database list. This allowed a smooth 
transition to the LTI tool because if a class did not have a matching guide, the LTI tool could pull subject 
information from other locations to put on a generic landing page for those classes. If we had not 
previously tagged our librarian profiles and databases with subject metadata, it is possible the rollout of 
the LTI tools would have resulted in blank pages for classes without matching guides.  
Thus, despite these limitations, this collaboration plans to continue to expand this initiative. The 
Information Literacy Librarian has created video tutorials for professors which explain how to use each 
tool. These videos have already been shared the campus online learning office and are posted to their 
Instructor Training and Resources page. Neither the library nor the campus online learning office has 
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actively marketed the new LTI tools, but professors are already using them to add resources to their 
courses – since we began working on this initiative in September (2020), there have been 38 instances of 
the LTI Automagic Tool being used in a class. We will continue working with the online learning 
department and plan to include our Outreach Librarian to market these tools for the Spring 2021 
semester and hope use will be widespread.  
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